Discussions:

Proposed, seconded and approved that the Syntax Subgroup be added to the Conceptual Model Subgroup and that the meeting time continue at the same time (4pm PDT, 5pm MDT, 7pm EDT, 7am Malaysia) as the Conceptual Model Subgroup. Greg Maston agreed during the Syntax Subgroup call.

Group to take on task of Use Cases to verify syntax and conceptual model. Changes to be made to documents as required.

Even though there is a published Use Case #1 and #2, it was felt that it was most appropriate to go directly to Use Case #4.

Leave terminal bin only for this time, no counters, etc. yet. No examples written yet, perhaps next call, with possible multiple submissions. 5th flow node to focus on VOH, VOL for dynamic AC test.

Hopefully, Ernie can do a workup with the syntax that we have. Bruce will try, but he is traveling next week. Would like to have at least two Use Case examples to take to the Working Group in two or three weeks.

Goal is to have P1450.4 Subgroup work folded into Working Group in two to three months.

Action Items:

Dave Dowding
• 1. Work up a Use Case #4 example for next call and exchange with group before next call.
• 2. Ask Ernie Wahl to also prepare a Use Case #4 example for next call.
• 3. Update diagram portion (section 1.8) of Use Case #4 document and send updated CM document to T. Taylor for posting on website.

S.B. Thum
• 1. Work up a Use Case #4 example for next call.